
Landscape part 2
Animal silhouette: intro to the pen tool



You are going to create two 
animal silhouettes using the 

pen tool and illustrator 
1. Trace a graphic silhouette of an animal

2. Create a side profile silhouette from a photo



First we are going to trace a graphic sillouette.  
Go to google and find a silhouette
Right click>copy image



Open illustrator
file> new

Click the appropriate 
Orientation for your 
sillouette



Paste your 
image
Edit>paste

Once pasted 
And sized
Go to layers
window>layers
 Lock that 
animal layer



Add a new 
layer, this will 
be the layer 
you trace in

At the bottom 
of the layer 
box you will 
see the new 
layer icon click 
that!



Set up your pen tool

In tools click the pen tool

In the stroke and fill area
Choose no fill (the slash 
one)
Choose a colored stroke ( 
you  can always change 
the color later!)



Start to click 
around the 
contour of the 
animal.  As you 
click you will see 
a line form from 
where you have 
clicked



When using the pen tool if you want a smooth curve 
you must click (hold) and drag to create a curve in 
the segment



To get sharp edges and corners just click and let go.  
The pen tool can be frustrating 
in the beginning. If this is your 
first time using the pen tool try 
using  more  anchor points 
(clicks) closer together. It wont 
be an elegant line but its a 
good begining.  Also 
remember you can change to 
location of anchor points after, 
so if one or two are strays we 
can move them later.   



Just like the 
poly lasso tool

To complete 
the shape you 
must end the 
line where you 
began!



To change a 
specific 
anchor point 
choose the 
“direct 
Selection 
tool”

Then click 
and drag the 
desired 
anchor point

anb



Now choose 
the “selection 
tool”

Click on the 
outline of the 
animal

Then go 
change the fill 
and stroke 
color





Save the file



Ok now we are going to create a silhouette from a 
photo.  Go to google and find a side profile photo of 
an animal.  The animal should relate to your 
landscapes location.



Right click> copy image



Create a new file in illustrator File>new

Then edit> paste 



From here you are just repeating what you did with 
the silloutte.

Lock the pic layer and then add a new layer



Choose the pen tool and then seletct no fill and a 
colored stroke



Start to click and create the outline around the 
animal



Add as many details as you want.



Once finished  choose the selectioon tool and 
change the fill and stroke to black



Save file in h drive

Add them to your google portfolio


